To add more detail on the bears you can use a wood-burner to add the “stitch like” lines, as shown below.
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You can use a wood burner to add the words to the bottle, or cut out the letters with a scroll saw.

The following are recommendations that I would use for this project. Feel free to try different mixes of colors, wood and grains. These patterns are designed with 3/4" thickness of wood in mind (unless otherwise noted). However, any thickness will work. You will need 3/8" dowels for the eyes

**LEGEND**
- D............. Dark Shade of Wood.
- M............. Medium Shade of Wood.
- LT............ Light Shade of Wood.
- W............. White Pine, Aspen, or any White Wood.
- R............. These areas can be raised using 1/4" plywood. These areas can be raised in sections rather than individually.
- Rx2.......... Raise these areas an additional 1/4" making a total of 1/2" in shims.

Pattern for wood burning. Pattern for scroll sawing. You can use a wood burner to add the words to the bottle, or cut out the letters with a scroll saw.